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Pinhole SPECT Imaging: Compact Projection/Backprojection Operator for Efficient Algebraic Reconstruction Vincent Israel-Jost, Philippe Choquet, Stéphanie Salmon, Cyrille Blondet, Eric Sonnendrücker, and André Constantinesco*



Abstract—We describe the efficient algebraic reconstruction (EAR) method, which applies to cone-beam tomographic reconstruction problems with a circular symmetry. Three independant steps/stages are presented, which use two symmetries and a factorization of the point spread functions (PSFs), each reducing computing times and eventually storage in memory or hard drive. In the case of pinhole single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), we show how the EAR method can incorporate most of the physical and geometrical effects which change the PSF compared to the Dirac function assumed in analytical methods, thus showing improvements on reconstructed images. We also compare results obtained by the EAR method with a cubic grid implementation of an algebraic method and modeling of the PSF and we show that there is no significant loss of quality, despite the use of a noncubic grid for voxels in the EAR method. Data from a phantom, reconstructed with the EAR method, demonstrate 1.08-mm spatial tomographic resolution despite the use of a 1.5-mm pinhole SPECT device and several applications in rat and mouse imaging are shown. Finally, we discuss the conditions of application of the method when symmetries are broken, by considering the different parameters of the calibration and nonsymmetric physical effects such as attenuation. Index Terms—Image reconstruction, pinhole, single photon emission computed tomography, small animal imaging, symmetries.



I. INTRODUCTION



B



ESIDES the limited use of pinhole single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) in human studies, this technique has been more and more developed during the last 10 years to apply to small animal imaging. After the work of Weber et al. [1], many research groups have demonstrated the interest of pinhole SPECT in different types of mouse and rat explorations: cardiac imaging [2]–[5], brain imaging [6], Manuscript received June 21, 2005; revised October 24, 2005. This work was supported in part by the Region Alsace and in part by G.E. Healthcare. The work of Israel-Jost was supported in part by the Region Alsace, France. The Associate Editor responsible for coordinating the review of this paper and recommending its publication was J. Liang. Astertisk indicates corresponding author. V. Israel-Jost is with the Service de Biophysique et Médecine Nucléaire, Hôpital de Hautepierre, 67098 Strasbourg, France, and also with the Institut de Recherche Mathématique Avancée de Strasbourg, 67084 Strasbourg, France. P. Choquet and C. Blondet are with the Service de Biophysique et Médecine Nucléaire, Hôpital de Hautepierre, 67098 Strasbourg, France. S. Salmon and E. Sonnendrücker are with the Institut de Recherche Mathématique Avancée de Strasbourg, 67084 Strasbourg, France. *A. Constantinesco is with the Service de Biophysique et Médecine Nucléaire, Hôpital de Hautepierre, 1, av. Molière, 67098 Strasbourg, France (e-mail: [email protected]). Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TMI.2005.861707



or whole-body imaging [7]. A work was also accomplished to improve the material and methods dedicated to small animal imaging with specific efforts made on the collimator’s design and the modeling of the blurring [8], [9]. Although some of these investigators used the Feldkamp– Davis–Kress (FDK) algorithm [10], the use of algebraic reconstruction methods such as expectation-maximization (EM), maximum-likelihood expectation-maximization (ML-EM) or ordered-subsets expectation-maximization (OS-EM) [11] was also frequently reported, with a variety of strategies to implement them. This work describes a generic implementation for algebraic reconstruction methods, adapted to the additional difficulty encountered in cone-beam geometry. Contrary to parallel geometry, the three-dimensional (3-D) tomographic reconstruction problem cannot be split in a series of two-dimensional (2-D) problems in cone-beam geometry (see discussion in [12]), leading either to on-the-fly methods, with no storage and, thus, the need to repeat the same computation over the iterations, or to the computation of a fully 3-D projection operator which, in spite of a significant number of zero coefficients, is still very large. Symmetries have already been exploited in several works to make the computations more efficient, but they have mostly been applied locally, by spherical modeling of the voxels (see [13]). To our knowledge, besides the work of Sauve et al. [14] adapted to the design of a Compton SPECT camera, the only work exploiting global rotation symmetry in SPECT is made by Hebert et al. [15] with a polar discretization to take the rotation symmetry into account but with the same number of voxels on every ring, leading to an oversampling in the center of the cylinder. In this paper, we present an efficient method to assess the coefficients of the projection matrix in the system (1) where describes relations between voxels (usually on a cubic grid) stored in the vector and pixels for different projections stored in vector (most of the time, and is near to ) with coefficients ,( , ) the fraction of photons emitted by voxel j that reaches pixel of the detector. By using three reductions, we show that the storage of one single projection operator element (corresponding to one single projection) acting on half of the voxels combined with an
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adapted discretization permits the other projection matrices elements to be deduced for all the other angular positions of the detector by just permuting the columns of the already computed projection matrix. This efficient algebraic reconstruction (EAR) method can be used in combination with any algorithm [algebraic reconstruction technique (ART), EM, conjugated ] since it only provides the set of equations in an gradient, efficient way, but we show results obtained with simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART) and EM algorithms for concreteness. Section II provides three independant steps to reduce the number of computations: a front-back symmetry which roughly divides this number by a factor of two, a factorization of the point spread functions (PSFs) and a rotation symmetry, which allows us to compute the whole projection matrix from only one projection matrix element. These reductions lead to a coefficients. Modeling of the projection matrix size of PSFs is described, with the different physical and geometrical parameters taken into account: effective pinhole diameter, intrinsic resolution of the camera, spatial variation of sensitivity and a symmetric model of attenuation. We also present an adaptation of the SART algorithm. Section III presents results on phantoms to assess spatial resolution and results on small animal acquisitions which attest to the practical interest in the method for this purpose. Section IV is a discussion about the robustness and the limitations of the method, especially when considering a defect of the perfect circular trajectory of the detector around the object characterized by one or several of the calibration parameters cited in [16]. II. PROJECTION OPERATOR REDUCTIONS The unknown in (1) has to be expressed in a basis, which is most often composed of indicating functions of voxels and, thus, the discrete function is a linear combination of voxels



which can be represented as a vector of coefficients . To solve such a linear system, iterative methods are used and the problem can be broken up into a series of projection equations. Thus, we write (2) as seen in Fig. 1. for We analyze the problem a priori to find ways to reduce the amount of stored information in the projection operator. Instead of looking for reductions on the structure of the already computed projection operator matrix to highlight redundancies, we base its storage on symmetry exploitation and PSFs factorization as described in the next three sections. The complete knowledge of this operator is obtained by calculating the voxels projections, under the assumption that the problem is linear. In the next three sections, we will also assume that among the different parameters characterizing the system, only the focal length and the ROR are nonzero but other nonzero parameters will be discussed in Section V.



Fig. 1. Illustration of the problem that consists of estimating activity of each voxel (j ) from each of the measured projections (k ) composed of pixels (i).



Fig. 2. Imaging geometry for the system with the front/back symmetry for voxels projection. The detector plane is in gray, P is the pinhole and D is the symmetry plane that divides the detector plane and the cylindrical reconstructed FOV in two.



A. Front/Back Symmetry Fig. 2 shows a symmetry in the way voxels project onto the detector: for each detector position, there exists one plane D passing through the center of the pinhole and orthogonal to the detector plane which cuts the volume to be reconstructed in two sets of voxels with front/back symmetric coordinates. One can choose this volume to be either cubic (as shown in Fig. 1) or cylindrical (Fig. 2). For each couple of such conjugated voxels, one in the front, one in the back of the volume, their projections are also symmetric. Thus, the knowledge of front voxels projections is enough to process the whole volume both in projection and backprojection operations, reducing the matrix storage by two and replacing projection and backprojection calculations for the back-half of the volume with a simple index calculation of combined voxels and pixels. B. Discrete PSF Factorization In our case of pinhole SPECT, the shape of the PSFs was modeled by fitting the projection of a line source (wire soaked in technetium 99 m) with a Gaussian function (see Fig. 3). The width of the PSFs varies according to the depth (coordinate along the line perpendicular to the detector and passing through the pinhole), changing the support of the function, as well as its shape. But as we consider a discretized width, measured in number of pixels, there is only a very finite number of possible PSFs, varying from 1 pixel to pixels in diameter. In normal
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Fig. 3. Image of the projection of a line source (wire soaked in technetium 99 m) with corresponding profile (top) and 2-D Gaussian model of the PSF (bottom) fitting the measure. Stretching this function generates the finite family of PSFs, whose location is determined by c and integral (i.e., intensity) by a .



conditions (i.e., when the pinhole does not touch the reconstructed field of view (FOV), which would give an infinite magis about 10 from experience for nification), and about 18 for . Thus, the number of stored , is PSFs, whose support is a disk of diameter negligible, though a basis of the projections is generated for all the voxels. For each voxel indexed by , the following three quantities are to be known. 1) Diameter of the projection spot (which depends on the effective pinhole diameter, the size and depth of the voxel and the gamma-camera intrinsic resolution). 2) Central pixel of the voxel’s projection , which is located where the line passing through the center of the voxel and the center of the pinhole intersects the detection plane. that reaches the detector, and de3) Fraction of activity pends on the voxel position according to (3) is the effective pinhole diameter, according to where perpendicAnger [17], is the angle between the line ular to the detector and passing through the pinhole and the line passing through the pinhole and voxel j, and is the distance of the voxel from the plane of the pinhole (we suppose that the voxel is localized at its center) (see [18] for details of (3)). The quantity is also modified by attenuation with a circular symmetric model, assuming a uniformly attenuating medium. 0.11 Once these three parameters are calculated, the PSF is obtained by choosing among the precalculated Gaussian function the one that corresponds to the diameter : , which is normalized to 1: . Then the PSF is translated to the right position in the detector plane so that its center is at pixel . At last, the fraction of activity multiplies the PSF and the projection of voxel on pixel is (4)



Fig. 4. Usual discretization leads to a global invariance of the system only for 90 steps. Here, voxel 1 projects on the left in the same way as voxel 4 does on the top and this is easily generalized for the other voxels.



where



is the activity of voxel j,



denotes the Dirac function if if



An empirical calculation of the average diameter for , 30-mm radius of rotation (ROR) and 32-mm FOV gives 6.92 pixels, which represents a mean of approximately 37 pixels for each voxel projection. For these parameters, convolving precalculated PSFs to compute projections leads to a reduction of the storage size by a factor of 37. C. Rotation Symmetry Here, we take advantage of the fact that the gamma-camera turns around the volume according to a circular orbit. A usual discretization, with cubic voxels filling the space, only enables the exploitation of the symmetry for 90 separated detector poseparated desitions (as shown in Fig. 4) and for tector positions and this idea is often used in the OS-EM algorithm to create subsets which include such angular positions of the detector. But to be able to deduce a projection matrix from another one already computed for any angle separating the two detector positions, one has to use a more complex discretization. First, we decide to reconstruct a cylinder instead of a cube, since the camera rotates around the volume and the studied shapes (phantoms or small animals), generally fit a cylinder better than identical a cube. We consider this cylinder as a series of transaxial slices and for each slice, we break up the disk into concentric rings of identical thickness, which guarantees that the radial dimension and depth of the voxels are about the same. Finally, to take benefit of the rotation symmetry and to avoid oversampling the center of each slice that would occur if the number of voxels were the same on each ring, this number is chosen according to several rules. 1) The angular step between two consecutive voxels has to be a multiple or divider of the camera angular step. Thus, discretization depends on the number of projections and total angle traversed by the camera.
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Fig. 5. Structure of a slice of the volume for 48 projections acquired on 180 : the first 8 rings. The whole slice is normally 24 rings plus the central voxel. On every ring of width d , the number of voxels is calculated so that the tangential width of the voxels d is close to d and condition 1) is respected. A cylindrical voxel remains at the center and the depth of the slice is d too.



Fig. 6. The new discretization enables us to obtain the symmetry shown in Fig. 4) for any position of the camera. When the detector turns (the pinhole P goes from line d to line d ), the voxel v assumes the role that was played by the voxel v and a simple indexes permutation gives the new projection operator.



2) Voxels dimensions have to be as homogeneous as possible. Their tangential dimension has to be as close as possible to their fixed radial dimension and is identical to the thickness of the slice. From these two conditions, we choose the number of voxels for each ring . For a number of projections on 360 (if we ), we test a parameter acquired projections on 180 , that decides on the number of voxels. We start with corresponding to voxels on the ring and calculate , the tangential size of voxels from



The existence of in (6) is assured by the angular step we chose between two consecutive voxels. Moreover, the paramwe calculated helps to give the simple form of : if eter , the detector angular step and the voxels angular step are identical. Thus, for the detector second step, corresponding to the operator , if the detector and the voxels indexes turn in the same direction, voxel has the exact same role as voxel on the first position corresponding to the operator , as shown in Fig. 6. If we define as



(5)



(7) then according to the direction of rotation, we have



where is the ring perimeter. where is the radial size of voxels, there Then, if may be too many voxels on the ring according to condition 2) for and we should test numbers of voxels of the form . is chosen and the The last such as we still have . number of voxels on the ring is: If gave , there are too few voxels on the ring according to condition 2) and we test numbers of voxels of the for . form is chosen and the number The first such as we have of voxels on the ring is: . In any case, we decide to that also respects condikeep the biggest such that tion 2). All slices have equal structure and equal thickness, which makes storage and calculations negligible: for 64 slices, we need 32 rings to break up the diameter of a slice into 64 parts (plus a single voxel in the center) and, thus, the number of voxels has to be decided for only 32 rings. Fig. 5 shows the structure of a slice. is known, any other operator Once the first operator can be deduced from it on account of the chosen disprovided with a set of voxels cretization: for each ring , there exists a circular permutation : such that (6)



(8) If and the number of voxels are of the form (typically, rings near to the center of the volume which requires fewer voxels), (8) becomes (9) which in practice means that we apply every steps. and the number of voxels are of the form , (8) If becomes (10) every step, and which, in practice, means that we apply the same permutations are applied times to compute from . On account of voxel projections having been calculated only once, for one detector position, the method becomes clearly advantageous: a computationally inexpensive permutation operation enables us to compute any other projection for all the iterations, leading to a reduction in calculated and eventually stored . information quantity of a factor , where generally A conversion operation has to be done to complete the process: the reconstructed volume is converted slice by slice in a cubic voxels discretization. In order to do so, we chose a matrix approach: a conversion matrix is first analytically representing the fraction of computed with coefficient voxel covered by cubic voxel . The application of matrix
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to each of the slices converts the whole volume which can then be post-processed and viewed. Computing the conversion matrix and processing the whole volume takes about 3 s for . A combination of these three reductions (II-A, II-B, II-C) leads to a total storage reduction of a factor



Of course, the only measure of pixel that we have takes the contribution of all the voxels into account, but we can estimate with , weighted with the relative contribution of voxel j compared to the other voxels



and from (11), we finally obtain (with factor 2 for the Front/Back symmetry, factor 60 for the rotation symmetry, assuming a 60 projections acquisition, and factor 37 for the PSF factorization, whereas 3 coefficients are stored for each voxel) compared to a sparse matrix projection operator while simultaneously avoiding a large number of com, the stored information for the proputations. If jection operator is a total of compared to (full ma(sparse matrix). This corresponds to 1.57 MB in trix) and and 12.58 MB for . memory for , the time taken by the first projection processing For (including the projection operator computation) is 40 s, while the next iterations last about 20 s. This acceleration is obtained by the re-use of quantities computed at the beginning however, the total savings are more than a factor two, since even the first projection processing uses the front/back symmetry (only half of the projection operator is computed, saving about 10 s) and the factorization of the PSFs. All the computations were achieved on an Apple Power Mac G4, 1.2 GHz Bi-processor, 2 GB Memory but only one processor was actually used by the program. D. Algorithm Since the method described above only concerns the way the projection operator is stored, any algorithm can be used for reconstruction. We based our algorithm on the SART algorithm [19], but seeing as tomographic reconstruction problems are ill-posed, especially because of the noise added onto projection images [20], we propose a way to adapt the reconstruction to the type of acquisition. As our algorithm is decomposed in the two classical operations of projection and backprojection, we first achieve the projection operation to get the image of the difference (or error) between acquired and estimated projections. The operator that contains the PSFs is of course fully used at this stage. We then make the assumption that for a given voxel , any combination of pixels of its PSF on the error image can be used for backprojecting and estimating the activity . , which can be thought Assume that we know the quantity of as the difference between the measured number of counts on pixel emitted from voxel and the theoretical number of counts estimate . Thus, to emitted on pixel from voxel of the to zero, the new estimate should reduce this difference verify



which leads to (11)



(12) When using a number of pixels for backprojecting and , we average the different estimates estimating the activity obtained by (12) with weights , which can all be set to 1 (equal ) or which contribution of all the pixels to the estimation of can include a greater weight for pixels around the center of the of voxel’s PSF. We used a Gaussian weighting by setting the voxel to the coefficient from the projection matrix. Thus, one step of the algorithm is (13) have been precalFor this purpose, the quantities culated for each and stored in a matrix whose dimensions are those of one projection image. Once again, we take advantage of coefficients (and, thus, the rotation symmetry which lets the ) unchanged along the different projection angles. the If we index the center of voxel ’s projection by , in the sum of (13) gives an estimate of the voxel increasing from pixels values for which its participation decreases, compared to its neighbors, as the pixels used do not correspond to the top of its PSF anymore. This leads to a smoothing of the reconstructed volume, which we find adapted to the reconstruction of low frequencies (large and homogeneous structures, like in brain or blood-pool imaging), whereas using only the top of the PSF of the voxel in the backprojection permits a sharper resolution in spite of a small number of iterations, adapted to small structures (bones, heart perfusion). We show applications in the rein the next section, which reveals the influence of constructed volume. A global value is determined for , with all the voxels reconstructed from the same number of pixels. However, an adapted value could easily be incorporated into the algorithm, according to the PSF width (see [21]) and/or the local frequencies in the projection images. III. METHODS A. Imaging Materials We used a small animal single head dedicated SPECT gamma camera (Gaede Medizinsysteme GMBH, Freiburg Germany) with a 6.5-mm NaI(Tl) crystal 25 photomultipliers and a small 17 cm. The camera was equipped with a FOV of 17 cm tungsten pinhole collimator of 120 mm in focal length and 1.5 mm in diameter. Micro-CT images for fusion with reconstructed SPECT images were acquired on an Explore-LOCUS (G.E. Healthcare, London, Canada).
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Fig. 8.



Phantom composed of four capillaries fixed on a bakelite board.



D. Small Animal Imaging



Fig. 7. Effects of rotation defect of the detector on projections images of a centered wire soaked in technetium 99m. (a) On the acquired projections, the sinogram shows a horizontal displacement from the center of the image, that can be compared to the vertical white line added. In (b), the sinogram is corrected to have the wire parallel to the added white line all along the projections. Below are axial slices of the reconstructions, (c) without correction and (d) with correction. The dot aspect of the wire on (d) shows that the artefacts from the rotation defect of the detector are removed and a profile shows a Gaussian shape with 1.21-mm FWHM.



B. COR Correction The computer driven circular rotation of the camera permitted us to test the accuracy of the center of rotation (COR) and preprocessing correction was applied on the projection images before tomographic reconstruction using the line source method seen in [22]. During the calibration of the gamma-camera with a centered wire (diameter: about 0.25 mm) soaked in technetium 99 m, we measured a displacement of the projection from the center of the image that depended on the camera angular position [Fig. 7(a)] with 40-mm ROR. In this condition, the rotation symmetry is broken but the measure of the displacement was used to correct the projections by a multiple of a projection pixel [Fig. 7(b)] and make the assumption of an ideal circular trajectory of the detector. The tomographic reconstructions of the wire without correction [Fig. 7(c)] and with correction [Fig. 7(d)] show that the EAR method can still be applied, after the same precorrection of the projections that was used in rat and mouse images, presented in the result section. C. Phantom To assess spatial resolution, we designed a phantom consisting of four capillaries (inner diameter 0.58 mm, external diameter 0.96 mm) fixed on a bakelite board. Edge-to-edge distances decreased linearly along a distance of 40 mm (see Fig. 8) with a maximal space of 1.5 mm between two capillaries (at the left of the phantom on Fig. 8). The phantom’s width was 24 mm and the capillaries were filled with 0.15 mL of an aqueous solu. Then, the baketion containing 70 MBq of lite board was plunged in a weaker concentration of (40 MBq in 12 mL) to simulate background activity, diffusion and attenuation. We acquired 60 projections over 180 , with 42-mm ROR, 1.5-mm pinhole diameter and 1 min per projection.



Normal adult female CD1 mice weighing 30 g and normal adult Wistar rats weighing 350 g were used (Mouse Clinical Institute, Illkirch, France). One extremity of the animal holder was attached to a respiratory tube connected to a small animal anesthesia device able to deliver a heated gas mixture (air and 1.5%–2.5% isoflurane) in order to keep the temperature of the animal constant during the acquisition (Minerve, Esternay, France). For ECG gating we used subcutaneous needles electrodes connected to an electrocardiograph (Physiogard RSM 784 ODAM, Wissembourg, France). For the imaging modalities tested in this study we catheterized the femoral or caudal vein for intravenous administration of the radiotracer. -tetrofosmin For rat heart perfusion, 600 MBq of (General Electric Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) were injected in 1 mL of aqueous solution. For rat brain perfusion, the -HMPAO (General Electric same volume and activity of Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) were used. -tetrofosmin For mouse heart perfusion, 400 MBq of (General Electric Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) were used. The volume of injected tracers was in a range between 0.15 to 0.25 mL to avoid significant changes in whole blood volume of the mouse. For mouse brain perfusion, the same volume and -HMPAO (General Electric Healthcare, Little activity of Chalfont, UK) were used. Myocardial perfusion acquisitions began 15–20 min after tracer administration to assure a better heart to soft tissue contrast due to hepato-biliary clearance of the tracer. The ROR of the camera was 50 mm (zoom factor of 2.5) for rats and 25 mm (zoom factor of 5) for mice, with a 1.5-mm pinhole aperture. A 20% window centered on the 140 keV photoelectric peak was used. A circular anterior 48 projections step of the and shoot acquisition over 180 with 64 64, 16 bits unsigned images from the left lateral to the right lateral side of the thorax was performed, rats and mice lying supine. We registered 300 cardiac beats for each projection in a forward-backward mode with a 20% temporal window of the mean RR time and 16 time bins per cardiac cycle for rats, 10 time bins per cardiac cycle for mice. For brain perfusion acquisition, mice and rats were lying prone, leading to a circular posterior 48 projections step and 64, 16 bits unsigned shoot acquisition over 180 with 64 images from the left lateral to the right lateral side of the head. The ROR remained the same as for the heart: 50 mm for rats, 25 mm for mice and the exposure time was 1 min for each projection.
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Fig. 9. Estimation of the spatial resolution for a 1.5-mm pinhole. (a) Two transaxial slices of the reconstructed volume with their location on a photograph of the phantom. The slice shown on bottom corresponds to a distance between external edges of 1.1 mm (source-to-source distance: 1.48 mm) and on top is the last slice for which a profile still witnesses the presence of four capillaries (distance between external edges: 0.7 mm, source-to-source distance: 1.08 mm). (b) Measured profile of the capillaries (left, average FWHM over 12 measures: 1.58 mm) with a function obtained by convolving a theoretical profile of a capillary (FWHM: 0.58 mm) with a Gaussian function which represents the “reconstructed PSF.” A fit with the correct FWHM of 1.58 mm is obtained by convolving with a 1.04-mm FWHM Gaussian function (right).



Fig. 10. Phantom reconstructions with different methods [3 iterations when iterative method is used, (a)–(g)]. The same slice is shown with: (a) EAR-SART, n = 1, (b) EAR-SART, n = 3, (c) EAR-SART, n = 5, (d) EAR-SART, n = 7, (e) EAR-SART, full PSF, (f) EAR-EM, (g) SART cubic grid, and (h) FDK.



The reconstructed FOV given in the following Sections is both the diameter of the cylinder in polar discretization and the edge of the cube in cubic discretization.



on the same slice of the phantom and the same acquisition between different methods of reconstruction and different values in the algorithm (13). For such a highly for the parameter (1 or 2) shows better redetailed object, a small value for sults for 3 iterations than using all the measurements for each voxel since smoothing is limited. Here, SART and EM algorithm do not show significant difference in the quality of the reconstruction or in computing times. As more and more pixels are used in the backprojection (i.e., as increases), the volume is smoothed, leading to a loss in spatial resolution, but also a better homogeneity that should be used with larger structures. The SART reconstruction achieved on a normal cubic grid with modeling of the PSF [Fig. 10(g)] shows about the same resolution as the EAR-SART reconstruction with full PSF taken into account in the backprojection [Fig. 10(e)].



A. Phantom



B. Small Animal Imaging



Transaxial slices of the reconstructed volume (45-mm FOV, voxels) are shown on Fig. 9, one at the base of the phantom, with a clear separation of the capillaries for a distance between external edges of 1.1 mm and the last slice that still shows the four capillaries, for a distance between external edges of 0.7 mm (center-to-center distance of, respectively, 2.48 mm and 2.08 mm and source-to-source distance of, respectively, 1.48 mm and 1.08 mm). This level of resolution is obtained from the deconvolution that occurs during the solving of system (1). Not surprisingly, incorporating the information given by the PSF helps to improve the spatial resolution, compared with the planar resolution or the resolution achieved with the FDK algorithm. We also estimated the spatial resolution by fitting a measured profile of a capillary with a function obtained by convolving a capillary profile [full-width at half-maximum (FWHM): 0.58 mm] with a Gaussian function. The 1.58-mm FWHM assumed for the measured profile was the average of 12 measures achieved over various capillaries, slices and angles. The fit was obtained by choosing a Gaussian function with 1.04-mm FWHM that can be considered as a reconstructed PSF. Fig. 10 shows a comparison



1) Gated Rat Study: Although rat organs are bigger than those of a mouse, the rat size itself leads to an increase in the ROR of the camera, which limits magnification and, thus, resolution. Non-reoriented axial slices are presented in Fig. 11 and enable one to follow the characteristic aspects of the left ventricle wall perfusion along 16 phases (time for image reconstruction: about 40 min) in the RR cycle (average frequency: 300 bpm): end systolic wall thickening and variation of the volume of the left ventricular cavity. The right ventricle is also visible, despite less activity than in the left ventricle. 4 iterations of and 45-mm FOV. EAR-ART were performed, with 2) Gated Mouse Study: Since the small size of the mouse permits a reduction in ROR, the average magnification is twice as large than with rat images. This five times magnification enables one to obtain tomographic images of the myocardial perfusion with a decomposition of its motion along 10 phases (time for image reconstruction: about 25 min) of the cardiac cycle (average bpm under isoflurane anesthesia: 350). As for rat images, end systolic wall thickening as well as variation of the volume of the left ventricular cavity appear clearly in the nonreoriented



The software Amide [23] was used for registration of SPECT and micro-CT images. Matching SPECT and micro-CT images using fiducials enabled us to associate brain perfusion with anatomical skull and tissue references and thereby, to refer registrated images to an existing atlas. IV. RESULTS
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Fig. 14. (a) Normal mouse brain perfusion frontal slice of brain perfusion, (b) SPECT CT frontal slice fusion, and (c) CT frontal slice. Tracer: T c-HMPAO.



4) Mouse Brain: SPECT images, obtained after 4 iterations and 32-mm FOV (time for image reof EAR-ART with construction: about 5 min), show the normal hemispheres symmetric perfusion and registration with corresponding micro CT images helps in giving anatomical reference marks as shown in Fig. 14. V. DISCUSSION Fig. 11. Myocardial perfusion: 16 time phases of a gated rat heart medioventricular axial slice. Phase1 is end diastole, phase 9 is end systole. Tracer: T c-tetrofosmin.



Fig. 12. Myocardial perfusion: 10 time phases of a gated mouse heart medioT c-tetrofosmin. ventricular axial slice. Tracer:



Fig. 13. Normal rat brain perfusion (Tracer: T c-HMPAO) on (a) sagittal, (b) transversal, and (c) frontal slices. The main structures can be identified and symmetry of the two hemispheres can be observed on transversal and frontal slices. C : Cerebellum, Cc : Cerebral cortex, Ec : Entorhinal cortex, Mo : Medulla oblongata, Ob : Olfactive bulb, P : Pons, S : Striatum, T : Thalamus.



axial images seen in Fig. 12. The right ventricle is also visible. As for rats images, 4 iterations of EAR-ART were performed, and 32-mm FOV. with 3) Rat Brain: Some of the main brain structures can be recognized on the tomographic reconstruction of the rat brain perfusion as well as the normal symmetric perfusion, as shown in Fig. 13. Here, 4 iterations of EAR-ART were performed, with and 40-mm FOV (time for image reconstruction: about 5 min).



In this work, we describe two independent steps to optimize the tomographic reconstruction in pinhole SPECT. The first one is the modeling of the PSFs, which is usually incorporated in any iterative method, and realizes a deconvolution of the projections during the solving of the linear system, leading to a better spatial resolution in the reconstructed volume compared to the projection images. The second one consists of the three reductions described in Sections II-A, II-B, and II-C. This stage is used to obtain the coefficients of the projection operator (i.e., of the linear system) in an efficient way and can be extended to the computation of different quantities required during the solving of the system by an algorithm. It rests on the storage of relatively small amounts of data, whose transformation by very fast operations enables the access of all the information needed. This leads to a reduction in computing times: permuting the columns of the precalculated projection operator to obtain the projection operator for a different angle of the detector is 30 times faster than recomputing the whole operator. For the phantom shown in Section IV, 1 iteration of the EAR method associated with the SART algorithm took 47 s and the resampling of the volume on a cubic grid added 3 s, while the reconstruction achieved with the FDK algorithm took 31 s. One has to keep in mind that the FDK method only backprojects the convolved projections whereas an iterative method first projects the volume, computed at stage , and then backprojects a difference or a ratio between acquired and estimated projection. Moreover, the model used was much more computer expensive in the EAR method, since only a Dirac model is used in the FDK method. The adapted sampling, which is required for there to be symmetry, was designed in order to reduce the voxel size inhomogeneity by condition 2) of Section II-C. However, the resolution varies according to the rings, but the rules of discretization assures us that the tangential and radial sizes of the voxels are always smaller or equal to their depth, which is fixed. This means that the voxels’ density is higher on some slices than it would be with a cubic grid, but the number of voxels is approximately the
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same since the FOV is smaller (it is a cylinder contained in the cube that the FOV would be with a cubic grid). We believe that this strategy is crucial for the rotation symmetry to be efficient: a simple polar discretization of the space with voxels placed at equal angles in every ring, leads to a significant oversampling in the center of each transaxial slice. This point is not discussed in the work of Hebert et al. [15] whereas on such a discretization of the space, the size of the voxel increases (and, thus, the resolution is roughly divided) by a factor between the first ring ring. (in the center) and the In our work, the comparison with a reconstruction achieved on a cubic grid shows no significant loss in resolution, while (N the time taken by the resampling is about 3 s for number of voxels in the edge) and 80 sec for , which represents about 5% of the time taken by one iteration, far below the savings obtained from this discretization. Since the fast strategy calculation rests on the symmetry exploitation, we should consider how symmetries can be broken and how the EAR method will eventually react. Bequé et al. [16] have characterized the pinhole SPECT acquisition geometry with seven parameters. In the ideal situation—that we assumed until now—only the focal length and the ROR are nonzero. The mechanical offset , the electrical shift and , the tilt and the twist are all supposed to be zero, to assume a perfect location of the detector and no defect in the detection. If one or several of these 5 parameters are nonzero, this results in differences on images of projection that are to be either modeled or precorrected. In [16], all the parameters are assumed to remain constant during the pinhole acquisition, thus conserving the rotation symmetry, whatever the values of these parameters. Thus, by incorporating these parameters in the projection operator, the factorization of the PSFs as well as the rotation symmetry can still be applied. Only the front/back symmetry would not be preserved by the tilt , whereas any other nonzero parameter than would just change the plane of symmetry. For parameters depending on the angular position of the detector, the rotation symmetry is broken and the EAR method can only be applied under the condition that projections are precorrected. Such a precorrection can be easily performed for , and , and consists in relocating the whole image of projection. In the same way, the correction for the twist is a rotation of the whole image of projection. But for significant variations in the ROR or the tilt , the influence of these parameters on the factor of magnification prevents us from correcting the projections since the correction would be different according to where the counted photons come from. Thus, the EAR method is limited to detectors with small ROR and tilt defects. The factorization of the Gaussian PSFs is an approximation since Metzler et al. demonstrated in [24] that they were not symmetric and depended on the voxels position. However, the global variation of sensitivity is taken into account, according to (3) and the radial profile of the PSFs could be modified by the application of a mask to take the variation of sensitivity into account locally. Attenuation needs to be symmetric (with a circular symmetry) but not specifically uniform, for the circular symmetry reduction to work. This approximation can be either good, for small animal



imaging with a cylindrical model of animal body shape or bad, for flat objects like the phantom presented in the result section. In any case, distances of attenuation are significantly smaller than in human imaging, which makes the symmetric attenuation map acceptable but no map from scan measures could be used in the EAR method to take attenuation into account, unless a symmetric approximation of this map is first computed. We found important differences in reconstructed images acthat decides the number of pixels cording to the parameter used in the backprojection stage. Proceeding, thus, enables us to adapt the parameters of the reconstruction to the type of strucare used for high detures that are expected. Low values of tails imaging and speed up the reconstruction times but are more subject to noise or statistical variations of the Poisson emission than high values for , which give better results on large and homogeneous structures and require longer computing times. We aim to study the convergence of the truncated algorithm (low value for ) and the adaptation of this parameter to the local frequencies of the projection images in a future work. VI. CONCLUSION The EAR method exploits several symmetries and a factorization to reduce the amount of calculation and, accordingly, both computing times and required memory. The introduction of , the number of pixels used in the backprojection, permits us to adapt the smoothness of the reconstruction to the expected type of structure and accelerates the computing times. Our results illustrate that despite the severe reduction in stored and computed information, reconstructions keep the advantages of traditional algebraic methods and lead, after correction of the center of rotation, to SPECT images with resolution better than the size of the pinhole, measured on a phantom. However, this method can show limitations in attenuation modeling or in taking the gamma-camera trajectory defects into account. ACKNOWLEDGMENT The authors would like to thank A. Bardi from Bard College, NY, and J. Stroud for assistance in English. They would also like to thank V. Pacorel from Université Louis Pasteur, Strasbourg, France, for programming the FDK algorithm, and J.-L. Bilger and C. Walter from the Anaesthesia Department of Hôpital de Hautepierre for their kind help. REFERENCES [1] D. A. Weber, M. Ivanovic, D. Franceschi, S. E. Strand, K. Erlandsson, M. Franceschi, H. L. Atkins, J. A. Coderre, H. Susskind, T. Button, and K. Ljunggren, “Pinhole SPECT: an approach to in vivo high resolution SPECT imaging in small laboratory animals,” J. Nucl. Med., vol. 35, pp. 342–348, 1994. [2] T. Hirai, R. Nohara, R. Hosokawa, M. Tanaka, H. Inada, Y. Fujibayashi, M. Fujita, J. Konishi, and S. Sasayama, “Evaluation of myocardial infarct size in rat heart by pinhole SPECT,” J. Nucl. Cardiol., vol. 7, pp. 107–111, 2000. [3] M. C. Wu, H. R. Tang, D. W. Gao, A. Ido, J. W. O’Connell, B. H. Hasegawa, and M. W. Dae, “ECG-gated pinhole SPECT in mice with millimeter spatial resolution,” IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., vol. 47, no. 3, pp. 1218–1221, Jun. 2000. [4] M. C. Wu, D. W. Gao, R. E. Sievers, R. J. Lee, B. H. Hasegawa, and M. W. Dae, “Pinhole single-photon emission computed tomography for myocardial perfusion imaging of mice,” J. Am. Coll. Cardiol., vol. 42, pp. 576–582, 2003.
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